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1 Sleep Walk Antonio Vivaldi /  David Le Page (b.1971) 4.36
2 Morpheus Antonio Vivaldi /  Susi Evans (b.1980) 4.53
3 Adrift in a Sea of Sleep Antonio Vivaldi /  Philip Sheppard (b.1969) 7.45
4 Night Song Antonio Vivaldi /  Jim Moray (b.1981) 2.47
5 Stasis Antonio Vivaldi /  Aidan O’Rourke (b.1979) 3.10
6 REM Antonio Vivaldi /  David Gordon (b.1965) 3.30
7 Slow Wave Antonio Vivaldi /  Yumi Kurosawa (b.1975) 3.07
8 Polyphasic Antonio Vivaldi /  Shahbaz Hussain (b.1979) 3.10
9 Night Shift Antonio Vivaldi /  Trish Clowes (b.1984) 4.49
10 Nocturnal Transmissions Antonio Vivaldi /  Eduardo Garcia (b.1964) 3.14
11 Circadian Clocks Antonio Vivaldi /  Paul Sartin (b.1971) 3.56

 total timings   45.03

B R U C E  O ’ N E I L  C O N D U C T O R
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The Vivaldi Sleep project was initiated by Orchestra of the Swan during the first national 
lockdown of 2020. Eleven artists from a broad range of genres – including klezmer, folk, 

electronica and jazz – were invited to add a solo part in response to the orchestra’s recording 
of the second movement of Autumn from Vivaldi’s Four Seasons.

A sonnet, reputed to have been written by Vivaldi and placed by the publisher at the 
appropriate passage in the score, describes the movement as follows:

All are made to leave off dancing and singing
By the air which, now mild, gives pleasure

And by the season, which invites many
To find their pleasure in a sweet sleep

Guest artists recorded their solo parts at home and were given free rein to start prior to the 
orchestra’s recording and continue after it had finished if they wished. Manipulation of the 

source material was also allowed.

David Le Page 
Artistic Director and Leader of Orchestra of the Swan
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1 Sleep Walk  Vivaldi / David Le Page (b.1971)   
   Violin: David Le Page
David’s version of the track is a hybrid of improvised and written parts for 
multi-tracked violins. The orchestral track was discretely manipulated and 
the process of layered recording, editing and mixing became a creative 
compositional tool which informed the eventual outcome.
Recorded, edited, mixed and mastered by David Le Page

2 Morpheus  Vivaldi / Susi Evans (b.1980)   
   Klezmer Clarinet: Susi Evans
Susi is a classically trained musician, performing and teaching Klezmer, 
Balkan and other folk music styles. For this project, Susi took inspiration from 
Jewish wedding folk music, where the tradition sees musicians tasked with 
making brides cry with emotional and atmospheric music. Susi revisited a 
number of historical recordings from the 1940s for her inspiration, and uses 
Yiddish phrases including repetition and trills to produce her unique sound.
Recorded by Susi Evans. Mixed, edited and mastered by David Le Page

3 Adrift in a Sea of Sleep Vivaldi / Philip Sheppard (b.1969)   
   Electric Cello: Philip Sheppard
Philip is an award-winning composer, producer, virtuoso cellist, inventor, public 
speaker and philanthropist, who has composed more than 60 film, gaming, 
TV and theatrical scores. In Adrift he uses improvised electric cello and an 
astonishing variety of studio techniques to create a beautiful and unsettling 
psychedelic soundscape, in which the source material is miraculously diverted 
away from expected harmonic pathways.
Recorded, mixed and mastered by Philip Sheppard.
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4 Night Song  Vivaldi / Jim Moray (b.1981)      
Vocals: Jim Moray
Award winning English folk singer, multi-instrumentalist and producer, Jim 
Moray adapted words sourced from a collection of Broadside ballads from 
1820 including one labelled Sleep Song – probably a May carol. 

Arise and wake from your sleep The man who makes the may to blow
Wake up and hear it now On earth his riches shed
The yearly festival appointment you must keep Protect him against every woe
And bring a may thorn bough And blessings on his head

Among its flowers the world will grow If you should sleep and take your rest
Its leaves your pleasures are The light of day will dawn
But every thorn will speak its woes May you awake in all things blessed
Its sorrow and its care And in the world reborn
  A May without a thorn

Recorded, mixed and mastered by Jim Moray. Additional mastering by David Le Page.

5 Stasis  Vivaldi / Aidan O’Rourke (b.1975) 
   Fiddle: Aidan O’Rourke
A fiddler, composer, producer and curator with roots in Scottish and Irish folk  music, 
Aidan has pioneered a new sound and redefined traditional form while staying rooted 
in tradition. For this track, Aidan focussed on the line ‘everyone is made to forget their 
cares’ which Vivaldi wrote into the original score for Autumn, in which ‘the drunkards 
have fallen asleep’, the dark moment before the dawn of a new day.
Recorded, mixed and mastered by Aidan O’Rourke
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6 REM  Vivaldi / David Gordon (b.1965) 
Piano: David Gordon
An improviser, award-winning composer and genre-bending keyboard 
player, David works with musicians from the worlds of jazz, classical, tango 
and baroque music. David explains his approach: “When performed as part 
of the Four Seasons cycle, this piece is accompanied by a harpsichord, and 
Vivaldi writes ‘il cembalo arpeggio’ an invitation to the player to embellish and 
shape the music according to taste. The greater compass and depth of the 
piano keyboard allows a more dynamic and colourful approach than would be 
possible on harpsichord. The adventurous nature and sometimes surprising sequence of Vivaldi’s 
harmonies are the perfect springboard to explore the multi-dimensional nature of sleep and of 
dreams, whether fragmentary, vivid, vague, sweet, or calm.”
Mixed and mastered by John Rivers.

7 Slow Wave  Vivaldi / Yumi Kurosawa (b.1975) 
   Koto: Yumi Kurosawa
An award-winning koto player, Japan’s national instrument, Yumi has been 
lauded by the NY Times for her graceful musicianship, “drawing on a timbral 
palette that [ranges] from warm and rounded to bright and metallic.” 
The main challenge for this improvisation was the many key changes 
required, as the koto is a 13-string instrument strung over moveable bridges 
which have to be adjusted for tuning.  
Recorded by Yumi Kurosawa. Mixed and mastered by David Le Page.
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8 Polyphasic   Vivaldi / Shahbaz Hussain (b.1979) 
   Tabla: Shahbaz Hussain
Shahbaz is regarded as one of the leading tabla virtuosos of his generation 
who has mastered the traditional skills as well as adapting these to a 
more contemporary setting. He has received numerous accolades for his 
captivating performances, including the prestigious ‘Son of Lahore’ Award 
from the Government of Pakistan in 2018. 
Recorded by Shahbaz Hussain. Mixed and mastered by David Le Page.

9 Night Shift  Vivaldi / Trish Clowes (b.1984)   
   Saxophone: Trish Clowes
Saxophonist and composer Trish Clowes has been described as “an 
improviser to be reckoned with” (Downbeat Magazine) and “one of the 
most agile and original jugglers of improv and adventurous composition 
to have appeared in the UK in recent times” (John Fordham, the Guardian), 
alongside being a BASCA British Composer Award winner and former BBC 
Radio 3 New Generation Artist.
Recorded by Trish Clowes. Mixed and mastered by John Rivers.
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10 Nocturnal Transmissions Vivaldi / Eduardo Garcia (b.1964)      
   Bandoneon & Lyrics: Eduardo Garcia
An Argentine virtuoso bandoneon player based in France, Eduardo 
approached this project uniquely, writing and reciting lyrics to accompany 
the improvisation, based on the idea of a dream.
Recorded by Eduardo Garcia. Mixed and mastered by David Le Page.

One day
A man dreamed
And he became another man
And
A storm
An idea
A destination
A shark
A half
Terry Gilliam
A brother
An ice cream
A fragrance
A toaster
A wish

A joystick
A corner
But, one day
He became the king
Yes, the king, the king...
The king of Milonga
Ahhh...
He became the music, the sun, the light 
Sadness was a memory
Passion doesn’t hurt
Happiness is now
Love is like a carrousel...never ends 
And in an instant, he was 
A dust
A spoon

A mistake 
A cut glass
A keyhole
A coincidence 
A toaster
A concept
A destination 
A crow
A flame
A hole
And...
He woke up. 
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11 Circadian Clocks  Vivaldi / Paul Sartin (b.1971)   
   Oboe: Paul Sartin
A prolific performer, composer, arranger and teacher, Paul is a founding 
member of the award-winning and nominated ensembles Belshazzar’s Feast, 
Faustus and Bellowhead. Very much a family affair, Paul’s improvisation took 
the melody from the traditional Dorset folk song ‘One night as I lay on my bed’ 
sung by Paul’s great, great, great Aunt Marina Russell and collected by the 
Hammond Brothers between 1904 and 1907 on their Dorset tour.
Recorded by Paul Sartin. Mixed and mastered by David Le Page.

Bruce O’Neil 
conductor
Bruce O’Neil trained at Birmingham Conservatoire, Guildhall School of Music 
and Drama and National Opera Studio. His eclectic career has encompassed 
working in varied genres, including orchestral piano with CBSO; Berlin Cabaret 
at the Proms; contemporary cabaret performance and recordings, including 
Edinburgh Festival, Pizza on the Park London & Don’t Tell Mama’s NYC; 
Keyboardist with The Red Lemon Electric Blues Band, including support for the 
Chuck Berry UK tour; composing for Theatre and MD work for Music Theatre. 
He is Head of Music for the Royal Shakespeare Company and has been Music 
Director & Supervisor for over 50 RSC productions and recordings, including 
their global hit Matilda, the 2019 Robbie Williams musical The Boy in the Dress, and Shakespeare 
Live! - a BBC television live broadcast from the Royal Shakespeare Theatre, in collaboration with 
Orchestra of the Swan, marking the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death in 2016, which was 
nominated for a BAFTA Television award. 
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Orchestra of the Swan
Formed in 1995, Orchestra of the Swan is a British chamber orchestra which, under the artistic 
direction of David Le Page, is passionate about audience inclusivity and blurring the lines between 
genres through its adventurous and accessible programming. 
The Swan presents over 45 concerts a year – both live and digital and has a catalogue of over 20 
recordings. The orchestra is passionate about new music and has premiered more than 70 new works 
by composers including Joe Cutler, Tansy Davies, Joe Duddell, Alexander Goehr, Roxanna Panufnik, 
Joseph Phibbs, Dobrinka Tabakova, Errolyn Wallen, Huw Watkins, John Woolrich and many others.
The Swan has been enormously successful in making a positive and effective contribution to the 
communities at the heart of its ‘immersive residencies’ in Herefordshire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire 
and Birmingham with an ambitious program of work in care homes, schools and rural areas growing 
year by year. 
The Swan is proof that an orchestra really can be an indispensable and relevant part of the community 
with its aim to entertain, educate and engage in a way that truly makes it a living orchestra.
Violin 1
David Le Page
Artistic Director
Catherine Leech
Barbara O’Reilly
Liz Hodson
Rosie Tompsett

Violin 2
Charis Jenson
Shulah Oliver
Caroline Mitchell
Catalin Chelaru

Viola
Vanessa McNaught
Virginia Slater
Robyn Lund

Cello
Nick Stringfellow
Chris Allan
Anna Menzies

Double Bass
Claire Whitson
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Autumn from The Four Seasons recorded 3rd & 4th January at Royal Birmingham Conservatoire.
Producer: Terry Carter

Recording Engineer: Matthew O’Malley
Mixed and Mastered: John Rivers
Additional Editing: David Le Page
Assistant Engineer: Eddy Hewitt

℗ 2021 The copyright in this sound recording is owned by ROOTS (Recordings of Orchestra of the Swan)
© 2021 The copyright in this CD booklet, notes and design is owned by Signum Records Ltd

Any unauthorised broadcasting, public performance, copying or re-recording of Signum Compact Discs 
constitutes an infringement of copyright and will render the infringer liable to an action by law. Licences 

for public performances or broadcasting may be obtained from Phonographic Performance Ltd. All rights 
reserved. No part of this booklet may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form 

or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior permission 
from Signum Records Ltd.

SignumClassics, Signum Records Ltd., Suite 14, 21 Wadsworth Road, Perivale, Middlesex,
UB6 7LQ, UK. +44 (0) 20 8997 4000

E-mail: info@signumrecords.com


